
Chapter 9
Why Surrender Does Not Squash Individuality

But would not such providential “plotting” of the whole story of human life on earth necessarily 
mean ignoring individuality? For even if we grant that God is writing a single perfect novel, 
must not the perfection of the whole be achieved at the expense of the perfection of its parts? 
What is good for one person is not necessarily good for another; so when writing the drama of 
human life, must not God use some of His characters for the sake of others, as a human dramatist 
uses “walk-ons”, not for their own sake, but to better define and set off the important characters? 
And must  not  our  total  submission to that  divine providence therefore surrender  our  unique 
individuality? Don’t you have to be something of a rebel to assert your individuality? Does God 
want limp doormats as His saints?

No. Even we can do better than that, as every parent who has at least two children knows. You 
don’t have to sacrifice what is best for one of your children for what is best for another one. Even 
when you can’t split things equally, like parts of a pie, and when the older kids get the new 
clothes while the younger kids get the hand-me-downs, the younger kids get the advantage of 
having big brothers and sisters. There is not equality (how dull!), but there is reciprocity.

As with the sexes. Men and women are not equal in nature, only in ultimate value. Men are 
vastly superior  to women—at being men.  And women are vastly superior  to men—at being 
women. Denial of that blatantly obvious fact is part of the insanity of the “sexual revolution”. If 
you dare to face this “the sky is blue” truth today, you lose your job. (Ask the ex-president of 
Harvard, Larry Summers.) The only real sexual equality is the equality of two inequalities. And 
out of this relationship, which God invented, this relationship that is infinitely more complex, 
unpredictable, dramatic, interesting, and joyful than the relationship of equality, comes most of 
our  great  poems,  songs,  operas,  dances,  paintings,  epics,  and  novels.  In  this  relationship, 
surrender fulfills individuality. It happens! At what moment do two lovers find themselves most 
completely? At the moment they lose themselves most completely in each other.

Far  from  ignoring,  downplaying,  or  threatening  our  unique  individuality,  God’s  providence 
deliberately designs for it. For, as de Caussade says, “God . . . manifests his will so differently to 
each of us” (p. 78). And C. S. Lewis says: If He had no use for all these differences, I do not see 
why  He  should  have  created  more  souls  than  one.  Be  sure  that  the  ins  and  outs  of  your 
individuality are no mystery to Him; and one day they will no longer be a mystery to you. . . . [In 
Revelation 2:17, God says:] “To him that overcometh I will give a white stone, and in the stone a 
new name written, which no man knoweth saving he that receiveth it.” What can be more a 
man’s own than this new name which even in eternity remains a secret between God and him? 
And what shall we take this secrecy to mean? Surely, that each of the redeemed shall forever 
know and praise some one aspect of the Divine beauty better than any other creature can. Why 
else were individuals created? . . . For doubtless the continually successful, yet never complete, 



attempt by each soul to communicate its unique vision to all others (and that by means whereof 
earthly art  and philosophy are but  clumsy imitations)  is  also among the ends for  which the 
individual was created.

God  integrates  all  these  irreducible  differences  between  individuals  into  a  single  plot  that 
perfects every one of them. Every one of them, at least, who consents to it, who accepts God, 
whose heart utters a fundamental Yes rather than No to Him, who chooses faith and hope and 
love rather than mistrust, despair, and misery.
But how is this possible?

We do not know God’s mind from above or from within it, but we have clues and analogies from 
below, from nature. One is the relation between light and color. The same light perfects and 
reveals the unique individuality of every color, so that the more light shines on blue or green or 
red,  the  bluer  the  blue  and  the  greener  the  green  and  the  redder  the  red.  (Remember  how 
fascinating the unique individuality of each color was to you when you were very young?) If you 
had been born blind, you would not have been able to imagine this amazing achievement of light. 
And compared to God’s mind, we are all blind.

And  God’s  mind  does  this  not  only  to  colors  but  to  all  things  created.  Since  God’s  mind 
transcends finite things, it perfects all finite things. What it does to comets and cats and colors it 
does to human persons. It does it to you, whenever you choose to stand in this light.

We have another remote analogy in salt. Suppose you had never tasted salt. Suppose now that 
someone tried to describe its effects to you: “Salt makes steak taste steakier and fish taste fishier 
and eggs taste eggier.” “The same salt?” “Yes.” “Impossible.” “No. Try it, you’ll like it.”

The salt analogy is weaker than the light analogy because it’s possible to drown out any other 
taste by too much salt. For salt has its own peculiar taste, as light does not have its own peculiar 
color. But though it is a weak analogy, it is a real one. It is true to a very small extent.

A still  better  one  is  thought.  Thought  is  infinite  with  relation  to  things:  we  can  think  any 
thinkable thing at all. But thought does not pervert or harm or ignore things when it knows them; 
it gives them a second life, in the mind of the thinker. What our thought does to physical things 
God’s thought does to our personalities.

De Caussade proves from biblical history that obedience to the Will of God perfects rather than 
thwarts individuality, by specific cases. He says that this obedience “produced Abel, Noah and 
Abraham—all different types. Isaac is also original. Jacob is not a duplicate of him, nor is Joseph 
a facsimile of Jacob. Moses is  different from his ancestors.  David and the prophets bear no 
resemblance to the patriarchs. John the Baptist stands alone” (p. 82).

The supreme model for this total surrender is Jesus Himself, of course. His perfect surrender did 
not make Him a dullard, a dishrag, or a doormat. It  made Him a fire, like the fire from the 
Burning Bush. He is the fire from the Burning Bush, the fire that did not destroy but enlightened 
and surprised and revealed and changed everyone who met Him. So unique is His personality 
that no one has ever succeeded in writing a credible fictional story about Him. Yet He was the 



greatest “conformist” to God’s Will who ever lived. He said that He had come into the world 
“not to do my own will, but the will of him who sent me” (Jn 6:38). He never claimed to be 
“original” and, therefore, was the most original man who ever lived. This perfect Muslim, this 
perfect  submitter,  or  surrenderer,  this  total  “conformist”,  was  the  most  free,  unique, 
individualized,  fully  realized  human  personality  that  has  ever  existed—not  despite  His 
conformity, but precisely because of it.

When Jesus said, in Gethsemane, “Not my will, but yours, be done”, that would have been cheap 
if He had had little or no will of His own to surrender. The words would have been meaningless 
and the gift would have been impossible if He had not had a will of His own to surrender, a 
human personality to submit. The greater the surrender, the greater the individual personality can 
be. And the greater the individual personality, the greater the surrender can be.


